
Class Activities, March 6, 2020

This file contains all of  the activities you need 
to complete in class today. 

When you have completed everything of  today’s assignments, use the 
rest of  class to prepare for Tuesday’s Scored Discussion. 



Create a page in your binder with this heading: 
Image Artifact: 
American Progress  
by John Gast, 1872 

You are about to analyze an image of  a historical painting.  You 
may collaborate with your teams as you respond.  Make a chart 

like the one on the next slide.

Skill Block



People Objects Animals Colors

List what 
you see 

Describe 
what you 

notice 
about 
them





DocBlock

Next, do an HAPP analysis of  this document: 

John L. O’Sullivan 

Manifest Destiny 
1839

http://www.ghhsapush.com/uploads/3/8/1/2/38129119/osullivan_-_manifest_destiny_speech.pdf


DocBlock

And now one last HAPP analysis of  this 
document: 

Henry David Thoreau 

Civil Disobedience 
1849

http://www.ghhsapush.com/uploads/3/8/1/2/38129119/civil_disobedience.pdf


Follow up questions

1. What is the painter’s message in the image “American Progress?”  What about the image supports 
your conclusion? 

2. What justifications does O’Sullivan offer for his assertion in the essay “Manifest Destiny?” 

3. How does the message of  the image relate to the document by O’Sullivan? 

4. What does Henry David Thoreau’s essay tell you about opposition to Manifest Destiny in practice? 

5. What transcendental ideas does Thoreau’s essay use as justification for his position? 

6. How might these attitudes have been affected by the Indian Removals (which were going on during 
the writing of  O’Sullivan’s essay)? 

7. Taken as a whole, what do these documents tell you about the era of  Westward expansion prior to the 
Civil War? 



Content Block

Historiography of  the Mexican-American War 
Use the essays by the four different historians found at the links below to 

complete an analysis chart like this one in your binders 

Acuna                   Graebner                   Eysturlid                    Hospodor 

Historian Primary 
Assertion Evidence

http://www.ghhsapush.com/uploads/8/0/6/2/80629020/mexican_war_-_not_justified_-_acuna.pdf
http://www.ghhsapush.com/uploads/8/0/6/2/80629020/mexican_war_-_justified_-_graebner.pdf
http://www.ghhsapush.com/uploads/8/0/6/2/80629020/mexican_war_-_justified_-_eysturlid.pdf
http://www.ghhsapush.com/uploads/8/0/6/2/80629020/mexican_war_-_not_justified_-_hospodor.pdf


Two Minute Drill

With which assessment of  Manifest Destiny and the 
Mexican-American War do you most agree and why? 

• Scored Discussion Tuesday!! 
• Chapter 14 due Wednesday! 


